helpful ACCESSIBle Sewing Tools
Brought to you by Baby Lock USA and Canada

Accessibility
Baby Lock USA & Canada is committed to accessibility in the sewing community.
We believe all makers should be able to discover their love of sewing.
In this document, our team of makers has curated a preferred list of notions
and tools that will enhance a maker’s experience and make creating their next
project a smoother, more enjoyable process.
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Scissors & Cutting Tools
Fiskars Easy Action™ No. 8 Bent Scissors

(199110-1007)

These scissors make cutting intricate details and tight patterns easy
for people with arthritis or limited hand strength. The spring-action
design reduces hand strain while cutting fabric and the Softgrip®
handle provides a more comfortable grip. Winner of the Arthritis
Foundation® Ease-of-Use Commendation.
Winner of the Arthritis Foundation® Ease-of-Use Commendation,
our Easy ActionTM tools are the perfect choice for people with
arthritis or limited hand strength.

Creative Notions 4 Easy Squeeze Scissors (Curved)

(ANS60)

These lightweight scissors work on a spring tension system instead
of rings to prevent hand fatigue. Great for trimming threads when
quilting and cutting loose threads on embroidery designs. For right
or left-hand use.

Fiskars Micro-Tip® Easy Action™ Scissors (No. 5)TM

(190500-1006)

These scissors are the perfect choice for people with arthritis or
limited hand strength. They are designed for clean, crisp cuts through
fabric with a spring-action design that makes cutting virtually
effortless. Also, it includes an ergonomically sculpted handle with
Softgrip® provides excellent cutting control and comfort, and a bent
handle design keeps materials flat for precise cuts every time. Winner
of the Arthritis Foundation® Ease-of-Use Commendation.
Winner of the Arthritis Foundation® Ease-of-Use Commendation,
our Easy ActionTM tools are the perfect choice for people with
arthritis or limited hand strength.

Dritz Omnigrid Ergonomic Thread Snips

(OG2063)

The ergonomically designed soft handle features no rings making
these snips perfect for makers with arthritis or carpal tunnel
syndrome. Snips fit comfortably in any sized hand for making small
and precise cuts. It can be used by left and right-handed users.
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Scissors & Cutting Tools
(G-8SA)

Gingher 8 Spring Action Dressmakers Shears

These dressmaker shears feature an innovative spring-actions
design that gently opens the blades after each cut, reducing hand
fatigue. The bent handles also create a comfortable working
position—ideal use for cutting patterns, trimming seams or cutting
long strips of fabric.

(G-6DC)

Gingher 6 Double Curve Embroidery Scissors

Easy to grasp 7/8" finger holes give you greater comfort and control.
The chrome blade cleanly cuts threads and whiskers close to your
work without cutting your stitching.

Fiskars 8in PowerCut Softgrip Shears

(179800-1001)

These scissors are optimized for size, power and precision.
Premium, heavy-duty, stainless steel blades cut through
challenging materials like cardboard, cork, decorative metals,
leather and more. A serrated edge makes it easier to grip slippery
materials, while advanced ergonomic handles are sculpted to fit
your hand for unmatched comfort.

Fiskars 60mm Softgrip® Loop Handle Rotary Cutter

(01-005875)

Fiskars Comfort Loop Rotary Cutter with 60 mm blade offers
precise cuts through thick quilting materials and multiple layers
of fabric and an updated blade and handle to make every cutting
job easy. The Softgrip® handle reduces hand fatigue, while the
curved shape with the loop handle provides a natural fit for your
hand to improve control.
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Tools & Accessories
Clover Button Hole Cutter

(CL484W)

Clover Buttonhole cutter has a sharpened chisel edge. Will cut any
width opening when placed over the block of wood and ponded
gently. It comes with a protective sheath.

Clover Tapered Tailor Awls

(CL486W)

Clover Tapered Tailors Awl is useful for detailed work, including
shaping the edges, feeding the cloth into the sewing machine
and untying threads. Plus, this awl can be used for marking and
opening holes, especially for thick fabrics and leather.

Clover Hold It Precision Stiletto

(CL7807)

Use this heat-resistant silicone stiletto at the ironing board or
sewing machine. This angled grippy tip gives you a good reach and
maximum visibility.

Fons & Porters The Ultimate Stiletto Machine Quilters Friend

(FP7718)

The stiletto aids quilters to grab and adjust fabric as they stitch, prevent
the fabric from shifting at the ends of the seam, guide fabric for a smooth
seam, and prevent needle breakage while keeping their fingers out
of harm’s way. It includes a soft-touch ergonomic handle to make it
comfortable to hold for long periods of sewing.

Clover Nancy Zieman Seams Right Multi-purpose Tool

(CL9507)

The Seams Right tool is a multipurpose tool for sewing, quilting,
knitting and crochet. It is used to measure and check seam
allowance and can be used with your iron.

Clover Needlecrafts 6-in-1 Stick ‘n Stitch Guide
by Nancy Zieman

(CL9584)

Use this seam guide to achieve perfect stitching on your projects.
The 2-piece interlocking guide is reusable and can be repositioned
to fit the ideal seam allowance.
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Tools & Accessories
(CL9582)

Clover Clip ‘n Glide Bodkin

Effortlessly thread elastic or ribbon through a casing with this tool.
The clip firmly holds onto the elastic ends.

Magnetic Pin Dish or Caddy

(279.P/279MD/CL4105)

Store pins securely with this magnetic dish. Place the dish next to
your sewing machine or cutting station to easily place the pins.

Machingers Quilting Gloves foR
Free-Motion Quilting

(0209G-Z/0209G-L)

These form-fitting, seamless gloves feature soft, flexible, coated
fingertips that keep you in control of your quilting or sewing while at
the same time reducing resistance and drag on fabric. Plus, use these
gloves to clip and change threads, adjust fabrics and add or remove
pins. Available in small/medium or medium/large.

Creative Notions Comfort Embroidery Hoop Screw Grips

(CNCG)

Comfort Grips fit over an embroidery hoop adjusting screw that you
use to tighten and loosen embroidery projects. This grip makes it
easier to grab hold of the screw and make it easier on your fingers.

Creative Notions Hoop Screwdriver

(CNHSD)

The Hoop Screwdriver is specifically designed to make adjusting the
embroidery hoop easy. This screwdriver with a nonslip grip cradles
the adjustment screw of your embroidery hoop, allowing you to
tighten or loosen your embroidery hoop.
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Pins & clips
Clover wonder clips

(CL3156/CL3157)

These clips are a great alternative to pins, especially when working
with heavy-weight fabrics, piles, and vinyl. Wonder Clips can hold
layered sections of sewing projects such as handle connectors to
handbags and piping without distortion. It holds quilt binding while
sewing and it is easy to see and easy to find when dropped on the
floor.

(3210)

clover wonder pins
Wonder Pins are a revolutionary pin concept leveraging the
benefits of both straight pins and safety pins into a single pinning
tool. They are strong enough to pierce multiple layers but thin
enough to go through the fabric without leaving holes. They are so
easy to pin through the fabric and always easy to see.

(PD68)

flat flower head pins

Flower Head Pins can hold multiple layers of fabric. The flat head is
convenient for machine stitching and placement on fabric.

dritz easy grasp pins

(PD13540)

Unlike regular pins, these Easy Grasps pins feature an elongated
ball head with an indented base. It allows the sewist to easily
grasp, grip, and place the pin in the desired location.

hemline fabric grips
Add these grips to quilting templates and rulers to eliminate
movement when in use.
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(40060018)

marking Tools
Clover I Sew for Fun Fabric Marking Pen - Blue

(CL9608)

Easily transfer sewing pattern markings, draw notches or add
dart placements with this marking pen. This pen features a blue
color that stands out on most fabrics and will disappear when the
material is washed with water

(ER-292)

Sew Easy 6-in-1 Fabric Marking Pencil
This 6-in-1 fabric marking pencil features six assorted colors, so
you can easily select a color to stand out against the material you
are marking. The markings can be removed with a damp cloth or
washing.

Clover Tracing Wheels

(CL480W)

This tool features serrated edges to trace a paper pattern directly
on thin materials, such as paper and thin fabrics. It produces a link
that resembles a stitch line. You can use it for straight or curved
lines.

Clover Hera™ Fabric Marker/Creaser

(HM490)

This tool is used for marking and making creases simultaneously
in fabric. Makers, like hand-quilters, use this tool to create a subtle
guideline for their stitching.
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lighting accessories
Daylight Smart Clip-on Lamp

(UN1380)

A portable and lightweight lamp that can easily clip onto a book,
embroidery or cross-stitch frame. It is rechargeable and can be
placed in your sewing area to create extra light where it is needed.

(U25200)

Daylight Halo Table Magnifier Lamp

The modern and compact size, all-purpose, lightweight table
magnifier provides a high-depth view of the project you are
working. It also includes three brightness settings and the ability to
provide 8 dioptres (3.0x) magnification.

Daylight YoYo Magnifier

(UN1350)

Perfectly portable, this pocket-size magnifying lamp will brighten
up your work with its battery-powered daylight LEDs. Ideal for a
range of detailed tasks such as hand-embroidery, cutting loose
threads, and reading sewing material.

Daylight Sewing Machine Lamp

(UN1180)

Attach to your sewing machine using the self-adhesive mount to
provide additional light to your work surface. This lamp will help
you better see what you are sewing.
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seam rippers
(LERSR)

Dritz Ergonomic Seam Ripper (Large)
Rounded ergonomic handle design fits comfortably in your hand,
lessening stress on those with arthritis or carpal tunnel—longlasting, fine blade with safety ball tip to protect fabrics.

Clover I Sew for Fun Retractable Seam Ripper

(CL9603)

This seam ripper features a retractable shaft that, when closed, can
be used as a thread cutter. It also features a comfortable handle to
make it easy to remove stitches on fabric.

fiskars tabletop seam ripper

(132000-1002)

Fiskars® Tabletop Seam Ripper is an easy-to-use tabletop tool
that provides a faster, less stressful way to rip seams – without
damaging your fabric. The spring-loaded, powerful suction cup
attaches to nearly any non-porous work surface and locks securely
in place, allowing you to keep both hands on your project. A locking
lever lets you easily move and secure the tool wherever you need it
most, while a premium steel blade offers lasting durability.

Purchase these Accessibility Notions and Tools
at your nearest local Baby Lock Retailer.
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